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TAT IO' 

E = L)ensity of the ocean water. 

E1 = Density of the sewage. 

e2 = )eìs1ty of the mixture. (after the llut1on section) 

Go = Volumetrft f!w rate of the ocean water. 

= Voluretrlc flow rate of the sewage. 

Q2 = Volumetric flow rate of the mixture. (after the 
cilutlon section) 

= iarneter of the jet of sewage. 

)Iameter of the covnstream pipe in the nilutlon 
sect lori. 

= )iameter of the outfall before the reuce section. 
h0 = The ocean depth at the nilution section. 

= Pressure In the j.t ad ocean water where they 
j o t n. 

P2 Pressure after mixing. 

E:L = :ergy loss through the section. 
A1 = /-rea of the flow of the jet. 
A2 Area of flow In the aownstream section. 
A = Area of flow in the upstream section. 

= rea of the re uce: section. (pipe walls I.ctuded) 

g Acceleration of gravity. 
= Coefficient of contraction of the ocean water as lt enters the dtluton section. 

= The unit weight of the se'.vage. 



= The wit weight of the ocean water. 

= The unit weight of the mixture. 

Ke0 = Kinetic e ergy correction factor for the ocean 
wat er. 

Ke1 = <Inetic energy correction factor for the sewage. 

Ke2 K1etic energy correction factor for the mixture. 

Kin0 = Momentum correction factor for the ocean water. 

Km1 = Momentum correction factor for the sewage. 

Km2 = Momentum correctio; factor for the mixture. 



CHARACTERISTICS 0F JET DIFFUSERS 
FOR OCEAN OIJTFALLS 

I NTRODUCT ION 

More and more cities and industries along the 

coasts of the world are looking to the sea as a re- 

ceiver of their waste materials. In audition, the ex- 

Isting cities' and Industries' waste flows are Increas- 

Ing. This means that future wastes will have to be 

diluted more and more to keep the bacterial counts and 

other nuisances within proper limits. Pollution laws 

will become more strict in the future because of the 

rapidly Increasi g nurnbe of people that are us1nç the 

beaches and coastal waters for recreation. 

The smaller cities and Industries cannot afford 

to construct an outfall long enough to reach the deep 

water necessary for adequate dilution. The shEt low 

shelf that extends along the vest Coast of the United 

btates creates the requirement of a long outfall. Con- 

structing a pipeline underwater for such an outfall is 

difficult and very expensive. 

Large cities can usual ly afford to construct a 

long outfall and diffuser for adequate dIlution. The 

Los Angeles sludge outfall, for example, extends seven 

miles froi the shore, and their effluent outfall extenda 
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five miles seawara and ends In one-half mile of multi- 

port diffusers. 

There are various possible solutions to the ocear 

outfal I problems faced by these smal I cities arid inaustries. 

The sewage might be further treate.: before it enters the 

outfall. This tretme t process would be the sane as that 

for an inland city's sewage, except perhaps, less complete 

treatment wouli be requirei. t present, most of the 

cities using outfal Is have o treatment or, at best, simply 

chloriatIon. If the detention time Is not long enough 

following chIorinatio, this treatrnet ioes not accoiplish 

its purpose. A city could explore methods of reducl:g 

the sewage temperature, thus, decreasing the density dif- 

ferece between the sewage and the ocean. This woulc in- 

crease the possibility of the sewage's remainI'.g sub- 

merge after leavig the outfall. There are several ways 

this couIc be accomplished, ard the most eco omical or 

feasible methocì for the idivhual case would have to be 

selectea. A system of heat exchangers in the underwater 

outfall lire could transfer the heat of the sewage 

through the pipe walls and cissipate it in the ocean. 

Perhaps a method of cooling the sewage before It enters 

the outfall could be evIsec, 

A very Interesting possibi I ity is that of nl luting 
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the sewage prior to ultimate discharge from the outfall. 

This coulo help the initial ollutlo. vater from the 

ocean coulci be 1ntroducec into the outfall to mlx with 

the sewage as the two travel along the outfall. 

The methods above are suppLriets which might 

enable a small city or incustry to meet the cilution 

requirements of Its location without the expense of 

laying a long outfall. These methos could be utilizec 

in shallower water to give the reqtirea dilutions. 

It is the purpose of this investigation to study 

a new methoc of sewage ilution for ocean outfalls. 
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PAST INVESTIGATIONS AND PRESENT METHQS 

The method of sewage dilution most experimented 

with and used at the present is the multiport diffuser 

at the e;,d ot tong outfall lines. These muftiport 

diffusers vary from a continuation of the outfall line 

to branching 'DY" sections (see Figura 1). The purpose 

of these diffusers is to Increa3e the initial dilution 

above that obtained by simply discharging the sewage out 

of the end of the line. The initial dilution is the 

dilution of the stream of sewage during Its rise through 

the surroundig ocean. (5, p.9) The amount of initial 

dilution Is determined by the diffuser characteristics 

and ocean currents In the vicinity of the diffuser. 

bus, a comp I cte study of the ocean bottom, currets, ad 
their cycles must be made ii the design of an adequate 

diffuser. The greater the initial dilution, the greater 

is the possibility of forming a submerged sewage f1eIi. 

(2, p.171-1) As the initial dilution is Increased, 

the total dilution will also incre se, but not pro- 

portfoial!y. The subseque t dilutio:i, chemically or 

bacterially measured, will reduce slightly as the initial 

dilution is Increased, (5, p.19) Therefore, the di- 

lution rate occurring in the dilute sewage field fol low- 

ing a diffuser Is slower than the rate occurring in the 
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Figure 1. Two examples of portal diffusers.(5.,p.Z7) 
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more concentratec field after an open pipe. The total 

dluton however, is $ncreased through the use of dif- 

fusers. Increased currents rnprove initial 1IlutIons, 

but 1f they are shorewar, the o',eral I ru lutlon and 

coitform riecHe may be greatly reduced. (5, p.31) A 

greater dHutIor Is obtate: with rnultlport Iffusers 

tf the port diameters are small and their iumber is i- 

creased. The jets of sewage must not interfere or the 

Iut1on fs reduced, Therefore the port spacrg has a 

deflnite minimum. From past experfeìce (6, p.372), this 

!pacIng has been found to he ten port diameters. Through 

exper1mets (6, p.32), it was discovered that the ratio 

of total port area to outfall cross-sectional area should 

be less than unity to Isure full flowing ports. Other 

important diluting factors are the water proviced by 

tidal exchange and that provided by rivers flowing lito 

the ocean near the outfall. 

Ocean temperature gradients are also nulte im- 

portat. These graulents can procuce a stratification 

of the sewage below the surface of the ocean, thus 

elmliatIny unsightly oil slicks arrfloatlng orgaic 

matter. The ocean water is, often warmer on the surface 

than at depth. This variance with depth Is usually much 

greater In the summer than In the wIiter. (2, p.173) A 



warm surface 
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Figure 2. Stratification of the sewage. 
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clffuser should be focated deep e:iough to Insure an 

adequate temperature dUfere'ce between the water and 

sewage, thus preventing the sewage from risig to the 

surface (see Figure 2). In Jocating diffusers, the 

grav1tatioaI effect produce: by the temperature f- 

ference between the dl tuted sewage and the surface 

water must be greater than the buoyant effects produce 

by the iensity differences to ensure submergeice of the 

sewage. It ts difficult to obtain ieffnIte values of 

these items because of the constantly varylig temper- 

atures of the seage an ocean. The deslttes are 

usuaHy relatively constant with a particular waste ana 

specific location In the ocean. Sewage Is slightly 

lighter an salt water slightly heavier than fresh water. 

The primary requirement fixing the location of the 

discharge ed of the outfall, or the diffuser, is that of 

aequate travel time for the required bacterial aecline 

anJ subsquet dilution betweea the rising plume and the 

shore. This can be accomplished by forming a submerged 

sewage field. The depth to which the outfall must ex- 

tend Is then determined by the temperature graolents and 

density aifferences. 

The sewage may be stratiflea at too great a depth. 

The oceaH water at depths of over one hunared feet Is 



almost free of pJakton and the other organisms which 

effect bacterial decline of the sewage. This Is no 

great problem along the west Coast, however, as there 

are very few places where art outfal I coul be constructed 

deep enough to stratify the sewage at one hundred 

feet due to the shallow coastal shelf. In order to 

do this, an outfall In the neighborhood of twenty 

rules long woulc be required. This Is ot economically 

feasible. 

The topography of the ocean bottom also has a 

significant effect on the location of the diffusers. 

Levelness of the ocean bottovu struplifles the esiy of 

the :jffue The greater the slope of the ocean floor, 

the shorter the outfall has to be to reach the requirer 

depths. For Instance, the sluage outfall for Los Angeles 

County discharges at the brink of a very deep underwater 

canyon. (4, p.3l) /s the sludge flows out the outfall, 

It drifts down into the canyo, thus elirnIatig the 

problem of a deposit bui ¡ding up around the outfall 

As the sewage leaves the ports in the diffuser, it 

rises toward the surface in aî arc as shown in f igure 3. 

The plume increases In size as it rises and the sewage 

around its outside edge mixes with the ocean water. Pre- 

vious experiments (2, p.174) have showrt that the thickness 
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Figure 3. Definition sketch for a rising plume. 
(2,p.l7L) 
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of the sewage field, stratified at the surface or sub- 

merged, s approxfrnately L5112 or 19ü, where L3 s the 

iength of the plume rnesurec along its centerHne from 

the port to the surface and L) s the 1side diameter of 

the nozzle. The diameter of the dHuted sewage plume 

at the surface was found to vary from Ls/3 to Ls/4 

Raw-, Bowerman, and Brooks, (6, p.360) through the use 

of dimensional analysts, suggested that the I IttaI 
dilution S was a function of H5/ , the Reyolds number 

and the Froude number. Jue to the Impossibility of 

satisfying equal Reynolds and roude numbers sirnultanously 

In model studies, they used the relationship, 

S = f(_!a., if) 

where H is the depth of the ocean and Nf Is the Froude 

number. They further described the Froude number as 

4f = [Jg(C _ 

U0 

where U0 Is the velocity of the jet discharge in feet per 

second, C Is the ensity of the ocean, C s the 

density of the sewage, and g Is the acceleration due 

to gravity. In the tests, Rey oIds number was large enough 

that the nilution rias 1dependent of It. They also stated 

that the acceleration (a) of the rising jet varied accord- 

1g to the relationship, a = g(As), where s is the 
s 



specific gravity of the cewage an'i Is the ciffere ce 

between the specific gravities of the ocean water 

the sewage. Or) a warm day whe' there i a temperature 

gradicit n the ocean, It has bee observe (2, p.173- 

177) that the sewage plume will rfse to the surface a- 

ther punÇ;e heow to a cepth determined by the ensity 

fferences (temperature graofe'ts) and spread out th a 

suhrrerge fleli. This rising completely to the surface 

first Is primarily because the velocities of the piume 

are high and the Inertia forces carry It on to the sur- 

face. It Is also due to the fact that the warm layer of 

ocean water is relatively shallow. 

The preceding c1scussion has assumed that the 

ports will be located far enough apart that there will 

be no interfere ce between the plumes of any two aoJoln- 

ing ports. If the plumes overlap as they rise, the in- 

itisi dilution will be reduced consi erably. This is 

the main factor used In computing the port spacing of a 

niffuser. The ports are usually staggered from one slue 

of the pipe to the other so that they may be spaced 

closer together (see Figure 1). 

There are many Important cons1ceratIons In the 

design of a multiport diffuser. The outfall flow shouL: 

be distributed uniformally to all the ports, even at low 
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sewage flows In the outfall. The discharge velocIties 

from the Individual ports should be at least two feet 

per second and preferably three feet per second to pre- 

vent the deposition of grease or orga1c solids. (6,p.371) 

All the ports shouid flow all the time to prevent the sea 

water from entering the pipe. As the sea water enters, 

it tends to stagnate and will trap grit and other settle- 

able solids which will finally constrict the port. i'lsc, 

any ocean water flowing into the port may aeposit sana 

iside the outfall. Other experiments (6, p.371) have 

show;: that the ports shoul d be bel l-moutheJ without nozzles. 

It was foud that, although the nozzles increase the dis- 

charge velocity and therefore the plume path length and 

I' Itial dilution slightly, they increase the head loss 

significantly. Diffusers are designed from the outside 

en of the ciffuser lie toward the etici of the outfall 

iie. Betwee two a:joinIig ports, the effective ressure 

head is Increased In a shoreward direction by the friction 

heai loss and the chage in density heaa between 

the to ports. The discharge per port is computed by 

the following equatIon (6, p.372), 

q = V2g 

where q Is the flow per port, Cd is the discharge coef- 

fictent, Â is the port area, and C Is the total head in 
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the pipe at the port. A diffuser on a horizontal ocea 

floor Is riucil easier to design, but this cs seidorn 

occurs. There are four ways of changing the port dis- 

charge (6, p.378): Cnage in eIevatio, .:ecreTse or 

Increase ir) the pipe friction, change In the dLscharge 

coefficient or by changing the port diameter. The 

Iat of these Is the most common method of controiIig 
the portal discharge. 

Some of the problems encountered in ocean out- 

falls are as follows: The diffusers and the outfaH 

Itself must be cleaned occasionally. It was fouid that 

the Los 'ngeIes c'iffusers neeriecl cleaning, or flushing 

every two years. To flush the diffusers and outfall, 

the bulkhead at the end of each row of ports is removei 

for a few hours and all the sewage is alIowe to flow 

out the end. This usually removes most of the deposIte1 

9rit, grease, an other settled materiaL This flushing 

should be none at a time when there Is a good deal of 

mfxlng due to waves or currents and at a time when the 

water in the vicinity of the outfall is ot being use 

by swimmers or for fishing. There are other less popu- 

lar ways of cleaning out.fa Ils, especially those outfal Is 

which are constructed without portal riffusers at their 

ends. These can be cleaìed by dragging an object through 
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the pipe to loosen the settled material. These ope en. 

outfatis do rot require cleaning as often as those with 

portal diffusers. The time between cleaning either kind 

of outfal' Is ieterrnhie. by the amount of grease and 

settleable solids present iì the sewaQe or the amount of 

treatrnert received before entering the outfal I Geier- 

aity, the raw sewage shouLi be settled, the grease should 

be sldmrïed off, and the sewage should be chlorinated be- 

fore enterIng the outfall. At present, some sewage is 

being ocean :ischarge(J with no treatment or, 1f any, just 

chlorination. A9 these flows increase and more outfalls 

are used, further treatment will be necessary. PrevIous 

experIments (3, p.615-617) have determined that, In most 

cases, the diluted sewage should not reach the beach 

within four hours after its discharge. Ir'itlal diiuton 

ratios of up to fifty have been obtained by means of 

portal aiffusers. The dilution ratto Is the volume of 

ocean water per volume of sewage. To meet the require- 

ments of safe water, the total dilutions should be over 

two hundred. Ihese requirements for safe bathing vary 

from state to state. For sait water bathing, California 

requires '-iot more than ten coHforms per ml, for more 

thai twety percent of the time (6, p.349). New York 

requires that water used for oathirig or fishing must 
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have a minimum sso1ve oxygen content of five parts 

per rnIItIor (3, p.611). 'n outfaN without a 1ffuser 

has to be very long to meet the above requirements, since 

t must be extenJeJ into much eper water where the 

currents are more pronounced. When the sewage is cis- 

charge through an ope pipe, lt Is much more difficutt 

to stratify ano It wili usuaHy break the surface i 

what is caHed a bubbIe'. Floating balls of grease and 

organic matter cause a nuisance oi the surface above an 

open outial I. 

Diseases have been carried through shellfish 

caught from near an outfall. The Los Angeles County 

sludge line, previously mentioned, extends seven miles 

out to sea and empties i:to an underwater canyon in 

three hundren feet of water. One year after the beginning 

of operation of the outfall, samples of the bottom shell- 

f Ish showed no pollution. 

There are several factors to be consideren in the 

construction of an ocean outfall. In places where the 

ocean bottom is sandy, special care must be taken to pre- 

vent the curren'S and waves from undermining the outfal I. 

This will produce cracks In the pipe which wiN leak or 

let in sard. In some Instances (3, p.610), the outfall 

has been trenched in order to protect It, but this be- 
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comes very expensive. itmost al outfa? Is are burle:i 

for protection in the shallower water near shore. Thts 

coes not create as much of a probern places with 

harder ocean bottoms, lfke c?y. There are many methos 

used In ayt g outfa I i Ines. In the method use: on 

the Los Angeles County sludge line, the sections of pipe 

were fille:. with air, towed out to their position and 

sunk (J1 p.310). 

The outfall Ithe Is usually protecte from the 

corrosi'ie salt wter by using cathodes. The cathodesare 

attached to the pipe at d1ffere't sections and the ano:ìes 

are ocated In an anode bed Iocatec In the surf zone 

near the point the outfall enters the ocean. A very low 

current an moderatety low voltage are used. As the 

coatings on the pipe wear out, the current must be i. 

creased. These exterior coatings vary fron tar to fiber- 

glass. Through tasts o the pipe, the required electrical 

potential can be set to give aeauate protectior fro 

corrosion. 
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PROPOEu METIOD OF 1-URTHER UILUTION 

The proposei method of further dilutton con- 

si::ere here Is that of pre dllUti:jg the sewage n the 

outfall under water. If the pressure In the outfall 

can be reduced below the pressure In the ocean at a 

certain location, the ocean water couL be drawn, through 

openings in the outfall, Into the outfall to mlx with the 

sewage. This would assist the Initial iIutton obtaIne: 

from the niffuser at the end of the outfal I because the 

sewage wouL partially be Jiluted before it reached the 

diffuser. 

buch an inlet wouI: also serve as cooli g «e- 

vice for the sewage. The ocean water brought into the 

outfall here would be much coIner than the sewage. Thus 

the iJuted mixture leaving the section wi I t be at a 

lower temperature than the sewage entering. This Is a 

cesirable effect because the sewage, after leavIng the 

diffuser, would stratify at a lower level and thus reduce 

the previously mentioned undesIrable surface character- 

istics ttrihuteJ to vhe rising sewage. 

A previously explained, the sewage is usually 

less dense thi L1iC ocears water. This, of course, causes 

or forces it to rise as it leaves the diffuser. The 



Figure L Possible prototype installation. 
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proposec nethod of oflutlon wi Increase the density 

of the sewage bringing it nearer to the ocean water 

density, thus helping to stratify the sewage at 

depth. 

Figure 5 shows a c4etall of the proposed method 

of Introducing ocean water into the outfall line for 

dilution purposes. This section would have to be ele-. 

vateu slightly above the ocean bottom to eliminate the 

Intake of sand and other foreign material ana to prevent 

a reduction in efficiency due to bottom effects on the 

inlet on the underside of the pipe. A typical arrange- 

ment that could be used is shown In Figure 4. 

An explanation will now be given as to the process 

that takes place in the dilution section. (see Figure ) 

The pressure (P1) must be reduced below that of the 

ocean at that depth if the water is to be drawn In. LJue 

to the pressure grailent betwee the sewage and the ocean, 

the ocean water wil I be drawn irìto the outfat I at sect- 

ion (i). The velocity of this ocean water is much less 

than the velocity of the sewage as shown by the i ieal vel- 

ocity distributions at section (1). ue to this aiffer- 

ence In velocity, there Is a cone of shear where the ocean 

water is being accelerated and the sewage is aeceleratec.. 

(7, p. 392-4O5) This sheartig force between the two flows 
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produces a violent turbulence n the area of the ac- 

celeratlon and deceleration which, I turi, procuces 

the mixing or 11Jution of the sewage. This turbu'ence 

anc shearing force will cause energy to be lost tn the 

form of heat In the section. 't the e.i of the zone of 

diffuston, section (2), the velocities of the ocean 

water and the sewage are the same and the mixing is com- 

plete. The velocity will be uniform as shown at section 

(2) and the diluted sewage will contirue on to the dif- 

fusers at the end of the outfall. The changes in the 

hydraulic and energy graJe I Ines of the ocean water arì 

sewage due to the section are shown in figure 6. 
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Using the principles of continuity, energy, and 

momentum, equations can be formed relating the variables 

encountered In the study section. The variables which 

are of concern are show In FIgure 7. They are defl;ed 

as follows: Q.1 the flow of sewage, Q0 = the flow of 

ocean water into the outfall, the flow after mixing = 

Q2 = Q1 + Q0, = the ocean depth at the location of 

the dilution section, d1 aid d2 = the diameters of the 

sewage pipe and outfall respectively, e1, e2, e0, = the 

densities of the sewage, mixture, and the ocean water 

respectively, P1 and P2 are the pressures at sections (1) 

and (2), and = the energy loss through the section. 

From continuity, 

Q2e2 = Q1C1 + Q0e0 (1) 

e e0Q+ eQ1 
(2) 2 

where Q2 = Ql Q0 and Q2e0 is the mass rate of flow 

of the mixture. The energy relation, neglecting losses, 

written between a point In the ocean some distance from 

the diffuser and section (1) yields, 



(P2)pressure after mixing 

(P1)pressure in the jet 
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Figure 7. Definition sketch. 
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h 
VKe0 

o 'y0 2g 

(:) or Pl 10h0 
- 

where (A2 - Is the area of ocean water flow at the 

entrance to the !arge pIpe, Ke0 is a kIretic eiiergy cor- 

rection coefficient (_', p.112-1)5), h0 

is the ocean depth to the ertrance of the diffuser, and 

Is the coefficient of contraction. 

The sewage and the ocean water both undergo a 

change in velocity as they are cornbine In the rïixig 

zone. The velocity of the sewage Is reduced while the 

velocIty of the ocean water Is increased due to the shear 

between the parallel flows of sewage and ocea water In 

the section. Thus the morne.tum equation 

:Fx L«Q ev) (4a) 

can be written considerig the changes in velocity arì: 

pressures ir the x direction on the portion of fluid 

within the section at any Instance as follows: 

P1A2-P2A2 Km2V2e2Q2-Km1V1e1Q1-Km0V0e0Q0 , (4b) 
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KmtQi KmoQÇo or P1A2 + 
A1 (A2_Ai)ct 

P2A2+ 
(Q0+Q1)2e2Km2 

, (4c) 
A2 

where Km Is the momentum correction coefficient 

(..Lf(..(...)2CfA). (8, p.112-115) Then from £ouations (2), 

(3), and (4c), 

Y0h0A2- 
A2QKe Km1Q12e1 Km0Q02e0 

2C2(A2_A) A1 c(A2_A) 

P2A2 
(Q0+Q1)2Km2e2 

A2 

ulmenslonal Analysis 

The groups of variables, A1, A2, e1, e2, h0, 

p2, P1, Q1, Q2, Q0, and include more than one de- 

pendent variable. Three of these dependent variables, 

Pl, P2, and Q2 can be related to the independent 

variables using Lcuations (2) and (3). Then the remain- 

Ing dependent variables, Q0 and £L, can be related to 

the other variables as follows: 

Q0 = r(A1,A2,e0,e1,h0,P2,A2,Q1) 

and EL f(A1,A2,e0,e1,h0,P2,A2,Q1,Q0) 
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Using dimensional analysis aid the Buckingham Pi 

theorem, the following relationships can be derived: 

= 
f,( 

('0gh0 P2)4 
'A2) 

_______ (eh0 - P2)A A1 \ 
and 

- 
, Qe, - 

' 
' 

which include the desired dimensionless parameters. 

Results 2L Dimensional AnaysJs and Analytical Analysis 

By algebraic manipulation, Equation (4d) can be 

expressed In terms of the dimensionless parameters as 

fol lows: 

f\2(Q\\ /Ke '' 

()( 
I 

AI\K2 
Ql) 

el)[12cC)(1(j\2 
c 

'\ A2 A2)/ A2) J 

+Kmí2\(+1'\-Km(±Z\+Km = 
,/ 1\A1) 2 

(e0h0_P2)4 
(5) Q? 

where Ke0 and Km0, or Km2 are the kinetic energy aid 

momentum correction factors used to correct for the 



assumption of uniform velocity distr1butIo:s, A in 

the outside arez of the sewage pipe, or the total cross- 

sectional area, including the pipe walls. is the 

coefficient of contraction for the ocean water eatering 
the large sectioñ. C Is found by dividing the con- 

tracted area of ocean water flow by (A2 -A), 

The dimensionless parameters, /tt 

e1 

1T = 
, 

¶1'3 = , and 11 = , are plotted on 

the coaxial relationship on page 34, quatlon (5) was 

simplified in drawfg this curve by assuming A = 

Ke0 = Km0 = Km1 = Km2 = 1, ann using a 
c = 0.39. C 

ranges from 0.38 to about 0.44 for the pipes tested in 

the laboratory with O.39 used in the curve. This range 

of Ce.. values was determined using the two dimensional 

assumption that the contraction Is half the distance 

between the outside wall of the small pipe and the in- 

side wall of the large pipe. The poits obtaled from 

quatton (5) are shown as solid ti'es on the curve. 

From the coaxial plot it can be seen that as the area 

ratio (1r1) is increased, or If the Incoming pipe is 

made larger, the possible dilution (11's) is reduced. 

The area ratio shouli, therefore, be kept as small as 
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16 economcatfy feasible. As the area ratto aecreases, 

hoiever, the required pump head or head loss across the 

diffuser increases. /lso shown by the coaxial plot, Is 

the effect of the range In the density ratio 

which 1r of concern (from 1.0 to 1.1 approxImately). The 

density ratio aoes rot appreciably affect the afiutlon 

ratto. Ever if the ce6ity ratto were to change from 

1.0 to 1.1, the cHutlon Is riot affected very much. 

1'uch hIgher dilutIons are attaInable with 

positive values of '1T This Is the situation where the 

pressure In the mIxture dowistream from the section is 

less than the pressure head tri the ocean at the location 

of the dilution section. Here the ocean water actually 

pultc the 3ewage along at the high dilutions. This case 

WOUIC be Impossible under actual conditlois, as the 

ultimate cischarge of the sewage Into the ocean Is 

always at a greater depth than that of the dilution 

section. (P2h00). Primarily negative values of 

i-r 
i 

were used In obtaining the laboratory nd analytical 

curves. The curves inilcate for an area ratio of about 

four times that of the nozzle, the highest dilution ex- 

pected would be pproximately unity, or equal amounts of 

sewage and ocean water. Theoretically, higher dilutions 

can be obtained with smaller area ratlos, but with higher 



area ratlos, the dIlution drops. 

From zi form of the energy equation (Bernoulli's 

equation) and the continuity equation, 

+ 

Q0h0 = 

( 

+ Q22 + EL 22 (6) 

This can be solved for L' the energy loss across the 

diffuser sect1or, The point () Is located 1 the up- 

strear; section of the outfall prior to the reduction to 

the ozz1e. Next, the properties at pcit () are 

related to those at point (1), In the jet immediately 

following the nozzle, by the enercy equation. These 

results are (assuming negligible energy loss in nozzl) 

+ .L.i..1 

2A1' 2A 

Then by combining Equations (3) and (7), 

p = + !ì(i 2) 

2(A,,_A)2 
(8) 

1hut3 ulng quaios (1), (2), (6), and (8), and multi- 

plying through by the variables to form the previously 

defined dimensionless parameters, 
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A(''php_p2) (+\ i 

) 
A' A'\2 QE1 '\ Q1) 2C\Q. 

l_2__1+I_J_l 

2 

I) 
2 +i(+(i +EQ.\(i + +(2.) 1 

2 A11 2 1 e1) 'Ql " 

+ ìQ .!Q) 
. (9) 

's.' Q1e1 

This Is the expression for energy loss across the section. 

Uorne of the points obtalied with the laboratory apparatus 

which ayreed with the curves drawn from Equat1or (5) re 

substituted into Equation (9) to ueterrnlne the ranges of 

head toss that could be expected. Using these selected 

points from the curve on paye 34, the values for the 

energy lost through the section In the laboratory varied 

from almost zero to around orte foot, 6ependlng mainly on 

the area ratio. As the area ratio is l;creased, the 

erergy loss Is ;ecreased, but so Is the :Jitutior ratio. 

So, as woulci be expected, if the dilution Is Increase, 

the efficiency drops and more energy must be suppl led. 

The total energy that must be supplied by pumps at the 

beginning of the outfall will be the sum of this energy 



drop plus the friction losses along the outfall Itself. 

The pump must supply 

(EL) (Q1)11 
(lo) 

550 

horsepower to the sewage to compeisate for the energy 
loss in the dilution section itself. It ca1' be re- 

solved from these results that there will be a poiit 

above which the increase I') ()ilutlon ratio, obtained by 

a decrease In the area ratio, becomes more expensive 

than the increase In dilution Is worth Jue to the in- 

crease elergy that must be put Into the sewage by the 

pumps. This point would vary from installa Liofl to 

installation depending mainly on the required initial 

df lut in and cost of power. 

The equations derived in this section, (5) and 

(9), were verified using the laboratory apparatus and 

procedure discussed in the following section. 
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LABORATORY PROCEUR A;Jj xPRIMENTAL RESULTS 

Laboratory Procedure 

The laboratory experiments were made for two 

reasons: (i) They shouli give a good Idea of the 

actual concitlons, problems, and results that would be 

obtained In the prototype. (2) They also should verify 

the mathematicaj equatios derived in the previous 

section. A drawig of the apparatus Is shown in Figure 

8 and a picture of the apparatus is shown on page 38. 

The tank of the apparatus was three feet square 

and four feet high and was costructed of " clear 

plastic. Holes were dr1lle:: In two opposita sides for 

the two pipes. The smaller of the two pipes was tempo- 

rary so the :iameter could be changed, thus changing 

the area ratio. The pipes enterer the box 12 inches 

from the bottom Sc 38 to reuce the bottom effects as 

much as possible. The large pipe, usen for all tests, 

was clear plastic, two Inches Inside diameter. The 

small pipe was not stationary and was supplied with vanes 

allowing ft to slide in and out of the large pipe. The 

box was mounte. on a table with braces for the pipes to 

keep them exactly coaxial. The large pipe was sIx feet 

long with a plezometer located downstream from the 
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Figure 8. Sketch of apparatus. 



dilution section to measure the pressure at the ow- 

stream section correspoi q to the outset pressure In 

the prototype. ThIs pressure was controlle in the 

laboratory by a valve at the end of the large pIpe. This 

wac throttled to create the requIre back pressures In 

the Jarge pipe. The tests were run with hoses connected 

to the tank, to keep the water at constant level during 

a run, and to the end of the amaH pipe where the flow 

of sewaqe' could be controlled. The flow In each hose 

was measured at each reading by two, half-Inch elbows 

which conta1ne piezorneter openings on the outside and 

Inside of the elbow. These openIgs were connected to 

two manometers and the difference In heai wac measured 

In iches of mercury for each run. These elbows and 

their rianometers were precailbrated. The flow In each 

hose, Q0 1d was controlled by a valve preceding the 

el bow. 

ach run" consisted of the determination of a 

value and dilution ratio using the measured values 

of ocean and sewage flow along with the difference In 

height between the water i the tank anc the pressure 

cownstrearr measured by the piezorreter. The 1flutfon 

ratio was determined by dIvI:Ing the flow of water 

supplied to the tank, to keep the level (h0) constant, 



Plate 1. Laboratory apparatus. 



by the flow supplie through the small pipe ("seage"). 

nr was determined for each run by 
I 

q-e1 

the followl-ig equation; 

h 
- 2 

(ii) 
i 

Q2 

P', 
- w tI. JIfferace betwaen tîe lave I of water 

02 

in the tank aid that in the plezorneter in inches of 

water. Ql was rneasure, usiig the calibrated elbow, in 

pounds per seco n. The procecure fol lowed duri g a 

run' was to set Q1 at sorne fIov and then regu'ate Q 

ano the oownstrearn valve until the water level in the 

tank remalnea constant over a perlon of time, usually 

about five miutes, Then the h0 - was measured and 

the differences In the mercury levels of the manometers 

were read. From these readings, a value and a 

dilution ratio could be cetermined, thus givig a point 

on the curve sheet shown on page 34. These values are 

show as the dashed I Ines o; the graph. The constant of 

Equation (11) contaIns covers1on factors and A which 

was held constant throughout all the runs. 
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xperlrenta I Results 

The first set of runs (#1 through f142) 

made using a plastic pipe with an inside diameter of 

7/ inch for the nozzle. These pipes gave an ratio 

of 0.191 ad n ratio of 0.25 whIle C was 0.426. A2 

vas variec from +1.6c to -3.1F s the ilution ratio 

ranged fron 1.24 to 0.315 (see Table i). The dilution 

ratio verses valt.es for the ltboratory were plotteci 

as dashed li'ies on page 3, while the values obtained 

through EouatIo (5) were plotted as soliJ lines on the 

same page. 

If the points obtained in the laboratory are 

comparec to those obtalneci through Eauation (5) for an 

area ratio of 0.191, it wilt be observed that the agree- 

ment is good. This verifies the equation at this area 

ratio. The curves neviate slightly as 'T1 becomes 

positive, but this region is not of particular Interest 
h e r e. 

Blue nye was insertec, using a hypodermic nee:le, 

at cilfferent locations in the tank aroud the intake. 

This dye showed the shape of the contractfor as the 

"ocean water entered the large pipe (See Plate 2 on 

page 44). The nye also showen the violent mixing action 

which takes place between the "sewage" and 'ocean water. 
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Table 1. ummatlon 01 ru's eri through ¡/42. 

IA1 /A; \ (Q0 

= 
O.19) 

= 
0.25) 1) (c 0.426) 

Hun lbs 
Ql 

(;;;-) 'n'i 

i 1.45 1.35 0 
2 2.70 1.11 0 
:5 0.30 io. +20.1 
4 1.39 2.30 + 8.3 
5 4.49 0.315 - 3.18 
6 3.P6 0.735 - 2.12 
7 3o7 0.610 - 0.55 
r 5..5 0.454 - 0.92 
9 3.06 0.5)6 - 2.79 

10 2.32 0.380 - 3.0 
11 4.91 0.169 - 3.03 
12 4.44 o.i34 - 2.65 
13 3.13 0.P81 - 0.7E 
1/ 3.27 0.530 - 2.2h 
15 1.30 1.00 - 2.20 
16 2./:5 0.E - 0.111 

17 2.50 0.94 - 0.99 
lç 2.90 0.90 - 0.59 
19 2.52 0.c7 0.39 
20 2.10 + L68 
21 1.20 1.33 + 0.344 
22 1.66 1.09 0.90 
23 1.50 0.7E - 1.50 
24 1.30 0,70 . 1.70 
25 2.25 0.75 - 1.50 
26 2.25 0.62 - 2.00 
27 1.90 0.74 - 1.10 
28 1.90 0.69 - 1.30 
29 1.90 0.625 -1.O 
30 1.90 0.474 2.10 
31 1.90 1.00 + 0.50 
2 1.30 0.59 - 2.0 

33 1.30 0.77 - 0.9 
34 1.30 0.85 - 0.6 
35 1.30 o»o - 0.75 
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Table 1, contlrued 

_________ ____________ 
sec., 

- 
Q1 

P- 

36 1.30 0.98 0.0 
37 1.30 0.69 - 1.50 
3 1.60 0.44 - 2.30 
39 1.60 0.40 - 2.80 
40 1.60 0.4e - 2.50 
41 1.60 0.75 - 1.00 
42 1,60 0.75 - 0.50 

Large pipe = 2" in diameter 
Small pipe = 7/8" in diameter (wall = 1/8") 
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The dye entere: i a smooth filament, but as It came to 

the mlxi: g zone it was broken up and disperse i over the 

entire cross section of the large pipe. o matter how 

large the Initial fil ment of ye was, there was little 

trace of .iye noticeable :Q stream from the mixing zone. 

The second set of runs 3 through ,r74) was 

made using a 5/8 Inch Inside diameter brass pipe for the 

nozzle. This pipe gave = O.C9r, _ 0.141, and 
Aç A2 

cc = O.37. 'i-r was varied from a value of +1.0 to -3.85 

on this set of runs, glvlr'g dilutions ranging from 1.11 

to 1.92 (see Table 2). or the most part, slightly 

higher laboratory dilutions were obtained at this small 

area ratio than were computen from Equation (s). For 

example, dilutions of 1.6 and 1.B were obtained with the 

appa'ratus at the IT1 values corresponding to :ilutìons 

of about 1.5 and 1.7 as calculated from Equation (5). 

One possible reason for this evIaton is the assumption 

that the 'ocean" water contracts one half the distance 

between tne Inside wall of the large pipe aid the outside 

wall of the small pipe. The renuce:. section due to the 

contraction probably would be larger than half the als- 

tance between the pipes, thus Increasing the contraction 

coefficient. If ¡s Increasec, 1T becomes smaller, or 

more negctive. This shifts the computed curves to the 



Plate 2. Contraction at ocean water entrance. 
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Table 2. SummatIon of runs ,43 through 74. 

= o.o98 i 
(e0 

) 
0.387) 

\A2 kA2 

R u n Q I (jb 
\Sec.) 

_.Q_ 

cl 
'1 

43 1.80 1.11 -3.82 
4/ i .40 1 .5 -1 .90 
45 2.00 1.35 -3.10 
46 1.50 1.27 -3.30 
47 1.65 1.15 -3.64 
4: 1.60 1.69 .0.725 
49 1.60 1.44 -2.42 
50 1.64 1.16 
51 1.60 1.50 -2.00 
52 1.60 1.41 -2.2C 
53 1.60 1.3e -2.50 
54 1.60 1.37 -2.70 
55 1.60 1.36 -2.90 
56 1.60 1.28 -3.45 
57 1.60 1.57 -1.70 
5 1.60 1.63 -1.50 
59 1.60 1.67 -1.30 
60 1.30 1.72 -1.10 
61 1.30 1.72 -0.90 
62 1.30 1»2 -0.50 
63 1.30 1.85 -0.30 
64 1.30 1."9 O 
65 1.30 1.92 +0.5 
66 1.30 1.46 -2.35 
67 1.30 1.49 -2.60 
6F 1.30 1.70 -0.75 
69 1.30 1.62 -1.60 
70 0.921 1.84 +1.00 
71 1.30 1.39 
72 1.60 1.4 -3.28 
73.3 1.50 1.70 -0.66 
74 1.30 1.54 -1.60 

.:SmaIf pipe Insertec &bout 3U into the large pipe. 

Large pipe = 2" fn diameter 
Small pipe = 7/e" in diameter (1/16" walls) 
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eft, bringing them closer to the experirnetal values 

on the curves on page 34. 

As previously stated, the smaller the area ratio 

becomes, the larger the eiergy losses become, but the 

dHutlon ratio Is simultaneously icrease. The density 

ratio appears to approach the zero area ratio lines as 

a asymptote. Thus for a small decrease 1 the area 

ratio, a large difference can be obtaied In the dilution. 

The : ifficulty with oecreasi g te area ratio Is that 

one term in the energy loss relationship (Equation (9)) 

is ecreased as the square of the area ratio. This 

causes the energy loss to decrease approximately as the 

square of the area ratio i.creases, The dilutions at 

this area ratio (- = O.O9) deviated further from the 
A2 

calculated cIlutios than any of the others. This was 

most probably cue to the contraction assumptlo used in 

drawirg the curves. The actual cotraction was probably 

somewhat less than this value. 

A third set of runs (/r75 through i95) was made 

using a i 
1/ inch liside diameter clear plastic pipe 

for the nozzle. This pipe, Ir conjunction with the 

stationary, two Ich diameter large pipe, gave = 0.317, 

= 0.391, and a coefficient of contractior of 0.44. 
A 2 

This was the largest area ratio testea in the 
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laboratory. It correspondingly gave the lowest 

dilutions, rangIìg from 0.1 to 1.1. as TI' varied from 

+1.6 to -2.0 (see Table 3). it Is doubtful that a 

larger area ratto than thIs would ever be used in the 

prototype because of the low dilutions that would be 

obtaIned. On the other hand, the energy losses are 

kept to a minimum with these larger area ratlos. A 

situation where these larger area ratios might be used 

is one Ii which a low initial dilution Is required and 

power or pumping costs are high. The dilutions obtalnec 

in the laboratory fol towed those predicted by Equation 

(5) very closely. This Is readily seen by comparing 

the dashed lines with the solid lines for this area ratio 

In the curves on pays 34. As cai be seen from the 

laboratory data In Table 3 dilution ratlos of less than 

C.1O wrs not obtained. Because of the small magnItude 

of the ocean flow, Q became too smell to read accurately, 

thus if lutions for values of less than -2.0 were not 

obtalnea. The C of 0,414 obtafnd with this pipe, 

assuming the two dimensional method previously explained, 

was slightly above the value of 0,39 used In calculating 

points from Equation (5). ThIs did riot seem to affect 

the results appreciably. Thus C0 of 0.44 also demon- 

strates that the coefficient of contraction icreases as 

the area ratio increases with this contract Ion assumption. 



Tab!e , ummatSor of runs 75 to 

¡e0 I- = O.317J 
/A1 I 

! = 0.391) _ = = 0.44) 
/ (A2 

LI i ' C- 1 
Lhs . 

\ 
\sec./ 

. 
'j 

75* 3.00 0.103 -2.0 
76 3.00 0.123 -1.8 
77 2.30 0.240 -1.6 
78 2.30 0..00 -1.4 
79 2.30 0.320 -1.2 
80 1.5 0.38 -1,0 
81 1.85 0.440 
82 1.95 0.486 -0.6 
83 1.85 0.530 -0.4 
84 1.85 0.570 -0.2 
85 1.85 0.630 0 
6 1.95 0.650 +0.2 

87 1.85 0.700 +0.4 
86 1.85 0.740 +0.6 
89 1.5 0.810 +0.8 
90 1.85 0.865 +1.0 
91 1.85 0,950 +1.4 
92 1.85 0.975 +1.8 
93 1.85 1.05 +2.2 
94 1.5 1.11 +2.5 
95 1.85 1.00 +1.6 

Smallest measurable ... 

Large pipe = 2" Ii diameter 
Small pipe = 1 1/E In diameter (1/16" walls) 
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The fourth and last set of runs (1i96 through i126) 

was made usig a small ppe of c'ear pIastc with a 

3/4 Inch Inside diameter. This pipe gave = 0.141, 

t 

A2 

_.1_ = 0.191, and C = 0.402. As cId aH but the seco J 

A2 

set of runs, these dilutions agreed closely with the 

values obtained with :quation (5). ullutlons from 0.52 

to 1.67 were obtained as the'fl values were varied 

between -4.0 and +2.5 (see Table 4). This range of 

dilutions would probably resemble closely those en- 

countered In the prototype. 

All the area ratlos usen 1« the laboratory, ex- 

cept the smallest (.L = 0.C9U), bear out the computed 
A2 

curves very closely in the negative 1T range. ¡or the 

small area ratios, higher dilutions were found in the 

laboratory than those prenicted by tquatlon (5). This 

is probably cue to the contractiorì assumption. In the 

positive range of 1T., the Jilutions obtained lì the 

laboratory were progressively greater than those cal- 

culated as i-r1 i-creased for dilution ratios of about 

0.6 ana above. This region corresponds to a pressure 

due to ocean cepth greater tha the outlet pressure of 

the outfall. This would be impossible to obtain I the 

prototype. Dilution ratios to a positive Infinity can 
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Table 4. SummatIon of runs /96 to #127. 

(ii 
0.1/41) 

( = 
i) (c = 0.402) 

Run Q1(Ibs. 
\sec.) 

_EQ.. 

Ql 

'n-1 

6 2.30 0.520 -4,0 
97 2.30 0.620 -3.8 
9B 2.30 0.635 -3.6 
99 2.30 0.660 -3.4 
100 2.30 0.690 
101 2.30 0.710 -3.0 
102 2.30 0.750 -2.8 
103 2.30 0.800 -2.6 
104 2.30 0.810 -2.4 
105 2.30 0.850 -2.2 
106 2.30 0.920 -2.0 
1C7 2.30 0.940 -1.8 
108 2.30 0.980 -1.6 
109 2.30 1.00 -1.4 
110 2.30 1.03 -1.2 
111 2.30 1.08 
112 1.85 1.14 
113 1.85 1.18 -0.6 
114 1.85 1.21 -0.4 
115 1.85 1.23 -0.2 
116 1.85 1.24 0 
117 1.85 1.27 +0.2 
118 l.ç5 1.30 +0.4 
119 1.85 1.31 +0.7 
120 0.93 1.32 
121 0.93 1.34 +1.2 
122 0.93 1.45 +1.5 
123 0.93 1.53 +1.8 
124 0.93 1.61 +2.0 
125 0.93 1.65 +2.2 
126 0.93 1.67 +2.5 

Large pipe = 2tt in diameter 
Sinai i pipe = 

3/4 
In Jlameter (1/16" walls) 



be obtained in the positive 1Y range by throttling the 

flow of 'sewage' altogether aid letting the ocean water 

be ùrNn out the large pipe by the cifferece in 

between the ocean and pressure In the outlet pipe. 

ihe Ilutions obtair.ed In thl range In the laboratory 

were greater thar those calcuatec and this cifferece 
Increased as 11 Increased. Although a nenslt:y ratio 
of unity was used throughout all the runs, the calcu- 

latec; values of dilution do not Jary considerably with 

a change In density ratio to 1.1 . Ihis Is seen on page 

3i. A density ratio of 1.1 could be obtaine: In some 

cherrical wastes o wastes with very high organic 

material coricetitrations but not In mosL normal cases. 

The density ratio will probably vary between 1.02 and 

1.()5 for rriost sewages. The censity of the mixture will 
vary with the cfltutfon obtalneci and the Initial densities 

of the sewage arid ocean water. This is seen in Equation 

(2). The enstty of the mixture wi JI he the average of 

the ocean water density and the sewage dersity if the 

cilutIor is unIty or if = Q1. ihis decrease 

(density of the sewage to dens1t of the mixture) along 

with the crecrease In teperatre due to the a:ditloi of 

the cool ocean water to the war' sewage wi I ¡ help to 
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stratify the sewage at a lower level In the ocean after 

lt leaves the outfall. At the lower dilutions, 0.5 and 

below, the calculated values of dilution and those ob- 

taIed with the apparatus agree almost exactly. Also, 

as the area ratio increases, the assumption that A1 A 

is more in error. Correctlìg for this assumption woula 

increase 'fl in a positive direction. This would match 

the two sets of curves even closer In the low dilution 

ratio ranges, which are obtained by the higher area 

rat los. 

A sample calculation Is shown on the calculated 

curves on page 34 by dot-dashed arrowse 
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ALTRATE JILUTION METHOU ANt) 
AREAS FOR FUTURE STUL)V 

An alternate method of dIluting the sewage would 

be to pump ocean water directly Into the sewer at the 

shore end of the outfall. This would eliminate the 

eed of a diffuser section of the type proposed previ- 

ous.ly, or It possibly could be used along with the 

section to further Increase initial dilutions, 

Some of the d1sadvantages of this method are: 

Larger pumps, and more power must be supplied. The 

entire outfall diameter would have to be increased to 

handle the increased flow of ocean water plus sewage. 

ihe ocean water taken in by the pumps and put into the 

outfall to cHute the sewage would be the warmer surface 

water. This would hicter the stratifying of the sewage 

below the surface at the end of the outfall. 

This method would have the advantage that higher 

c11lutIos coulcJ he obtained and there wouL: not be the 

expe se of constructing the dilution section in the sea. 

The pumps could be situated along the main outfall on 

the shore, each discharging Into the line, or they could 

be all together, connected in parallel, discharging into 

a I irie that joined the outfal I near or on the shore. 
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Rnother advantage of this metho would be the ease of 

cleaing the outfall because it iould be of constant 

diameter. The intakes for the pumps would, however, 

present a major problem since they must be locatec so 

they will be In the water at high and low tides. 

Another possible method of decreasing the poi- 

lutional problems would be to attempt stratification 

of the sewage by cooling it through the use of heat 

exchaigers before ft is discharged Into the ocean. This 

may be accomplished In the ocean Itself or on the shore 

before the sewage enters the outfall. With this method 

comes the added experse of the pipe coils or some other 

type of adequate heat exchanger. /- coolant of sorne 

type would be needed 1f the coils were located on the 

shore. The main advantage of this methor would be that 

the terperature of the sewage could be recuced to the 

poit that the sewage would stratify at almost ay 

assigned level. 

The initial Jilutions could also be 1ncrease by 

Installation of larger portal diffusers on the eni of 

the outfall. Portal diffusers can be used with both 

the I vestigate di lut ion section and by the use of 

pumps on shore to Increase the Initial i Iutio. The 
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Initial dilution through a portal diffuser could be 

Increased by the followlig methods: Make the branchi g 

arms of the diffuser lorger, thfs means more ports, or 

Increase the number of arms 0:1 the end of the outfall. 

If the diameter of the ports were decreaseJ, their 

number could be hicreased, thus Increasing the Initial 

dilution (6, p.375-376). A smaller Jet will ltffuse 

more quickly on its way to the surface than a larger 

one. Another metho wouli be to direct the portal jet 

downward at an angle to Increase the path of the jet and 

thus the dilution. AH prescrit diffusers have the portTl 

jets directed horizontally to prevent their eroJiHig the 

ocean floor around the outfall. Another method of pre- 

venting erosion would be to suspend the diffuser arms a 

small distance off the ocean floor. The jets could then 

be directed downward at sorne small angle. This would 

increase the path of travel of the jet of sewage giving 

a longer time for the diffus10 which takes place with 

the ocean water around the jet circumference, The 

diffuser could be suspended from the ocean floor on 

supports built up from the floor or lt could be con- 

nected to the outfall with a flexible joint and supported 

on floats. These floats would have to be anchored to 
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the bottom to hola the iffuser t the deslged level 

and to keep currents and waves from tearlig it up. The 

diffuser section, suspended in this rrinner, would be 

more affecte by the waves ani currents than it would 

be f place.1 o the floor. The effect of the waves and 

currert In the locality woutc have to be carefully 
stuite: ami pre:1ctei. Another problem that may arise 

when the :iIffuser Is located In rather shallow water Is 

that of adequate navIgation clearance. 

Another method of safely disposing the sewage or 

Industrial wastes woulc be to treat the sewage before 

lt enters the outfall (1, p.6O-861). Primary treat- 
ment could be use. his wout: consist of primary 

settling and skimming the surface to take off the oil, 
grease, and floating solids. The effluent could then 

be chlorinated heavily. Necessary èkimmlrig, sludge 

collecting equipment, chlorinattoi equiprnet, and ade- 

quate detention tanks would be reeded. This method cari 

also be used with the previous methois as a means of 

improving their results or lt can be used by itself. 
This methoc wilt probably be more expensive, but it vili 
assure lower bacterial counts and re':uce the possibility 
of oil sticks forming at the eì of the ouLfall or the 

nuisace of floating solids. In extreme cases, this 
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prrnary treatment could be carrle'i on Into seconJary 

treatïent, leaving an effluent eoual to that flscharge 

Into the streams and rivers. If extensive treatmet is 

used, there are few a vatages to ocean disposal. 

(f the alternatives listel here, each has Its 

advantages and disadvantages. ach outfall locatlo 

has problems more suIte to 0e alternative than the 

other. In this study, the simple cIlution section was 

studied to determIe its possibilities a d to determine 

the degree of confidence to be expected i theoretical 

esign computations. :ach of the alternatives listed 

in this section coulr well be classed a area for 

future study'. As for the Ilutlo section experirnentel 

with here, there are many areas of further studies. If 

a bell-mouth were installed on the entra«ice to the large 

pipe, the coefficie t of contraction woula be Increasea 

considerably. This bell-mouth and other streamlining 

effects would reduce the losses in the section. Tests 

could also be run to verify the energy loss equation 

derived here (quatloî (9)).. 

A further area of stuy Is that of the advantages 

obtained in the stratification of the sewage fiet at 

the lower level due to the mlxi g of the cooler ocean 
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water by the dilution section. Aloog with this Is the 

aid In stratification obtained through the increase ii 

sewage oensity by the anition of the heavier ocean 

water. some studies have been made in the fleto of 

stratifying the sewage at different depths oue mainly 

to the temperature gradiet existing between the two. 

(2, p.171-200) 

A point of controversy is the limit placed on 

the ratio of total port area to outfall cross-sectional 

area In portal diffusers. Values ranging from orle down 

to less than one-half have been used in diffuser design. 

The main problem here is to prevent the first ports from 

taking In ocean water at low sewage flows. This sup- 

posecily causes a stagnant point where sand from the 

ocean water or grit and org. oio flotter fron the sewage 

ten1 to deposit out. (6, p.71) This could also lead 

to the possibility of allowi g the ocean water to enter 

these top ports thus diluting the sewage. 

irorn the results obtained, assuming a constant 

coefficient of contraction, it can be surmised that the 

coefficleit of contraction varies with the ocean flow. 

From these results, it can be presumed that the coef- 

ficient of contraction for this section varies with the 
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Reynolds number (or flow ratto) as it does for all 

constrictIons at low ReynoLs numbers. As the dIIuto;s 

were Increase, the laboratory curves :Jeparted further 

from the theoretical curves obtaL.e uder the 

assumption of a constant coefficient of contraction. 

This variance with the dilution ratio could be formulated 

as an area of future study. 

These are but a few of the areas in which further 

studies coula be made to determine a more efficient ann 

less costly method of shallow water sewage diffusion 

using shorter outfalls. 



CONCLUS ION A4u RECOMMENDAT IONS 

-rom the results obtained n the laboratory, It 

can be conctuded than the highest dilution that wouL 

be reasonably attainable in the prototype would be 

approximately 1.5. To obtan ditut1oìs higher than 1.5, 

the area ratio wouH have to be made very small. This 

would greatly Increase the energy losses across the 

section. In fact, 1: most Installations, the dilution 

obtained will probably be governed by the allowable 

energy loss across the dilution section. ThIs allowable 

energy loss will be determied, in most cases, by the 

local conditions at the outfall. ihese local conditlois 

iriclune the required total dilutions and the expense of 

the extra pumps and power required for the increased 

head losses through the section. 

For a dilution ratio of unity, the proposed 

method of dHution was roughly compared with that of 

pumping the ocean water Into the outfall at the shore. 

The two rnetho:ls compared favorably where the energy loss 

in the downstream section of outfall pipe In the dilution 

section was small. To obtain this small energy loss, 

the diameter of the pipe must be made large and the pipe 

must be short. These criteria are not difficult to 
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achieve. The closer the dilution section Is located 

to the end of outfall the shorter this pipe will be. 

The only limit placed o the leigth of this pipe is to 

have It lonìg enough to prevent short-circuitig, I.e. 

the discharged sewage being pulled back Into the section 

as dilution water. If its length is shôrt, the diameter 

of this pipe can be made large without appreciably in- 

creasing the pipe cost. Pumping the dilution water 

Into the outfal I before It enters the ocean requires a 

larger outfall, in geeral, because of the sewage flows 

being essentially doubled with a dilution ratio of one. 

This added expense will partially offset the cost of 

constructing the dilution section. In a location where 

there is an appreciable elevation drop in the outfall 

on shore (down to the ocean level), pumps may not be 

needed. The loss in elevation heaa of the sewage may 

balance the loss In head through the section. In this 

special case, the dilution section would give good re- 

sults at a minimum of expense. 

The dilution section wIll have to be elevated a 

short distance above the ocean floor to allow the In- 

take of ocean water 0:1 the underside of the pipe. This 

support would have to hold the pipe high enough to keep 



sand from being pulled Into the section and to prevent 

bottom effects on the fncomtng water. In areas with 

sandy ocean floors, a mat of some material could be 

Laid beneath the section. This mat would have to be a 

heavy meterial such as concrete or be tied down to keep 

it j?Ì place. The section could also be located so as 

to utilize the irregularity of the ocean floor as 

shown in 1gure 2. It would also be possible to use 

only the top half of the pipe as the Inlet for the ocean 

water. &ins or shields would be needed on the sides of 

the pipe to prevent the Intake of sand. This half- 

section would reduce the dilutions obtained with the 

same area ratios as were used with the entire circum- 

ference taking in the ocean water. 

For small dilutions, near unity, the dilution 

section method studied here would be an economically 

feasible method of increasiìg the initial dilution, but 

for higher Initial dilutions, some of the alternate 

methods suggested would probably be more economical. It 

is unlikely that these dilution sectos could be used 

in series on the outfall due to the high losses across 

them. However, they could possibly be used along with a 

portal diffuser or higher Initial treatment to greatly 

Increase the Initial dilutions. Again, however, local 

conditions will determine which method Is more economical. 
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